"We [Palestinians] are not going away. We're in this world to stay, and the world is going to have to deal with us."

- Nabil Ahmed Izzat Taha, 84
Fled genocide by Israel in 1948
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Now is the time to listen to Palestinians and act on their behalf.

As of today (December 20, 2023), Israel has killed at least 20,000 Palestinians since the war started. (BBC)

The actual number of deaths is likely much higher because lots of people are “missing” buried under the rubble.

Most of the people Israel has killed have been civilians.

The U.S. government is funding this.

We can’t keep letting this happen.

Nicole Masse
Pleasure Pie

Please do what you can to stop the violence.

You can find your representatives’ phone numbers at house.gov.

Save them in your phone.

Maybe set a reminder alarm on your phone.

All you have to say is “I’m calling to ask representative ______ to call for a ceasefire in Gaza.”

Also go to protests if you can!

Try to call them daily.

That’s it!
Dec. 1, 2023

"If we are not destined to continue living, then memorize our actions, our names, and our pictures, and write on our graves in bold script: HERE LIE THOSE WHO LOVED LIFE AND COULD NOT FIND A WAY TO LIVE IT."

- NURSE IN GAZA

"THE SITUATION IS GETTING WORSE. NO ONE HEARS US. THE WORLD IS WATCHING HOW WE ARE SLAUGHTERED."

- GAZAN DOCTOR
Excerpts from text conversations with a friend in Gaza:

Oct. 30, 2023

Hundreds of civilians were killed in each day of this War. And I don't know if I will be someone of them. I don't know anything. I think no place is safe in Gaza.

Dec. 17, 2023

My heart is deeply drained 😞

Dec. 19, 2023

I have no idea why the Palestinian people blood is very cheap for the US.

We just want to live a normal day.. with peace. This is not a big deal.

This is not Nakba! We lived Nakba for the last 75 years! This is genocide and Palestinians extermination campaigns!!

I hope US politicians do something value to end this nightmare!!

You are right, it is genocide 😞

I am calling US politicians and asking them to do something to stop it.

I am telling my friends to call politicians

Pray for us Nicole 😞... We still have dreams and stories to tell. We just want to live as many people in the world!